In order to make it work on the chalkboard, first you need the correct theory.
This is not a totally original work but does bring together many findings of other
people for a truly "Unified Theory of Everything".
The relationship of Time and Gravity
04/28/05
... understanding cold fusion, the big bang(s),
black holes, white holes, time travel, particle physics,
voids, and the unified theory of everything,
while violating the least laws of physics.
Before the Big Bang all that existed was traveling at or faster than the speed of light
as energy, or the energyverse, or NTE ( Non Thermal Energy ). The moment NTE
came out of light speed, gravity took over and exited at a white hole (to differentiate
between a black hole) to exit in to the matterverse. Friction alone could account for
the slow down. Black holes are just portals for matter to return to energyverse as
NTE, the most powerful energy in the universe.
A dual-verse, which contains a matterverse ( Everything we know and touch) and
energyverse ( aka; Black matter, "nothing", singularity, void, and etc ) both existing
all places, in space, matter, with equal power per cubic foot at the same time.
Gravity can't exist in same dimension in NTE but can coexist in the same
dimensional space. Gravity, electricity, magnetism, light, radiation, and etc are
caused by the matter in the energyverse. We don't see it, just as fish don't see water.
Currently we have clocks, atomic clocks, calendars and iPhones that keep track of
"TIMING" which can be affected by gravity or other physical influences.
NTE
time doesn’t tick at all. It does provide perfect synchronization for both universes.
This could explain black holes as having NO mass as they are simply a portal for the
energy part of mass to return to the energyverse at the point of " singularity" which
may have "white holes" in it where NTE returns to matterverse as matter, a
precision recycling relationship. In a Black hole, matter is drawn in and accelerated
to light speed or greater just before crossing the portal or singularity, centripetally
leaving all gravitational particles in its debris rings outside, like a doormat, as they
can't exist in NTE. This energy could add pressure to other areas instantly in the
energyuniverse and transformed back to matter anywhere using "white holes, little or
big bangs, or any light outside of our sphere, energy emitter, stars, and etc”.
Supporting that energy can’t be destroyed, and two objects of matter can’t exist in
the same space. Energy can't make more energy than it is, but could receive more
energy from the energyverse as it is equally everywhere.

Sub-atomic particles could be explained as NOT rare but NTE partials either
slowing or speeding up before crossing the white, black hole singularity or normal
transition leakage happening everywhere.
Time travel exists but you will not be able to go forward or backward in time. The
amount of time required to get somewhere will be dropped to zero If I am working
on a project and I am called away to another planet 100 billion light years away, I
could travel there, help that person for 10 minutes and return only 10 minute of
timing would have occurred at my home planet's original location.
Time travel is already in front of us we only need the controller or natural element,
possibly undiscovered or a combination of elements to setup each end and connect it
through the energyverse. It appears in ancient history that we had space travelers
visit our planet. I believe they came here to retrieve all of this natural element so that
we could not leave our planet and they could continue their travel. As you step
through a portal, you would be stepping out at the other end simultaneously. If you
were to reach through into the new location let's say 100 billion light years away with
your hand you could pick up someone's dropped wallet on the other side and hand it
back to them without all of you leaving your original location. If our planet was in
jeopardy of being hit by any size object, it could be transported around us much
more reliably, economically, and safer than attempting to destroy it . Your molecules
would never be affected or changed (discombobulated). This process may not
require any electronic equipment as it happens now in the universe naturally.
The energyverse is all around us, literally everywhere. Cars will no longer need
hydrocarbon fuels they will just pull NTE from their current location. No more gas
stations. Oil will only be used for lubrication. Homes will never buy electricity
again, and all without having to "broadcast" power, NTE is already where we need
it, everywhere, even in space. When you light a match you release a small amount of
the energyverse, light a torch a little more, and a nuclear bomb even more. The
energy we released with these methods is small in reference to the amount of energy
available in that same cubic parea.
Space ships, shipping companies, mail, rescue teams, buses, cars, trains, airplanes,
gas stations, long police response time, even taking out the garbage will become
obsolete. All garbage could be identified, sorted and go immediately to the correct
recycling plant before it hits the bottom of the portal recycling container. Any money
due back could be deposited real time. in your account.
Communications could be reduced to opening a small portal and just talking directly
to the other end anywhere in real time not subject to speed of light.
Since time in the energyverse and gravity in the matterverse can’t coexist as we see it,
this could be the answer to a "unified theory of everything". Time and Timing both
exist they are just not the same thing.

I agree with Einstein's theory of relativity E=mc^2 for one exception, we transition
at E=mc. I believe Einstein was predicting the maximum amount of energy or
NTE.
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